
Mobile
tension
measurement

Tritens®

The basic tool
for universal use



Tritens® sensors are

thought through down

to the very last detail

and are manufactured

to stringent quality

specifications. This

makes a decisive

contribution to their

superior versatility,

functionality and lon-

gevity.

The easy-running

reversing rollers with

their superb bearings

are available in designs

specific to the appli-

cation: V-groove rollers

for various material

diameters, rollers with

concave or cylindrical

running surfaces with

a choice of coatings

guarantee a solution

that’s exactly right for

precise and gentle

material guidance.

Even when used in wet areas of the operations,

the models protected against splashed water

– and naturally made of rust-free materials –

incorporate all the advantages of the standard

Tritens® units.

Every Tritens® with options for differing

material guidance offers two additional rated

load ranges.

Tritens®: one sensor – three measurement

ranges – that’s genuine flexibility.

Intelligent solutions for a profitable product.

Strength in the detaiIsStraightforward, flexible, stable
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Reliable tension measurement, even for critical tasks: Tritens®.

Tritens® is the decisive innovation for portable

and stationary measurement of tensile force

– an indispensable aid in monitoring your

process parameters.

Its superb

engineering features

expand the limits of

conventional tension measure-

ment and enable dependable and

exact measurement even where

materials differ in diameter and

stiffness and even at high line

speeds. And simplicity in use goes

without saying – pressing the sensor

gently against the product being

measured is sufficient.

The efficiency is found in its high utility.

Tritens® always delivers quick and reproducible

information on the tension situation

• through early detection of malfunctions 

caused by the machinery,

• to minimize stoppages and downtimes,

• and thus ensure uniformly high process 

quality and production reliability.

WeII thought throughVersatile, rugged, convenient
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Maximum utility demonstrated by perfect
handling of defined tasks.

Tritens® – in all its versions – covers an as yet

unattained spectrum of applications:

• Flexurally stiff materials – cable cores, solid

wire, tight and loose buffers ...

• Large-diameter materials – cable, slotted-

core cable ...

• Materials with a textured surface – tight 

and loose buffer cable ...

• Or materials running at high speed – ropes ...

• Materials such as tire cord, stranding,

conductors, belts, ribbon and many,

many more.

Superb functioning and operating convenience

are the major performance features which

Tritens® offers.

Since the rugged sensor is pressed only lightly

against the material, it can also be used for

mobile measurements, making for trouble-

free inspections in the ongoing process. This

is always done so as to protect the material,

without deflecting the product being measu-

red, without impacting the production process.

The diameter of the material no longer has

any bearing on the measurement results.

No matter which version you select: Tritens®

always offers exacting and affordable techno-

logy.

Convincing in its simplicity and

simply convincing.

SkiIIfuIIy combinedAll-purpose, highly functional, solid

Tritens®

Standard versions

Tritens®

with additional guide rollers

500 mm measurement path

fast installation

Special solution

for measurement of optical fibres

roller diameter 100 mm

480 mm measurement path
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Honigmann
Tension management
... for harmonized process solutions

Honigmann expertise is reflected in more than 50 years of

innovative performance.

The foundation stone for today’s company was laid in 1948 by

the firm’s founder, Kurt Honigmann, with the invention of the

high-frequency “capacitive load cell” – a breathtaking advance

at the time. Honigmann quickly came to be known as the industry

specialist for electronic tension measurement.

The rapid technological developments in the years which followed

formed the basis for numerous patented and highly successful

solutions.

Today Honigmann is the top address for tension management

• from the analysis of the problem

• through design and development

• and installation of equipment

• and on to service

all centered on individual customer requirements for processes

incorporate optimized tension.

Honigmann – The unique combination of applications knowledge

cutting across industrial boundaries, technical know-how, expertise

in precision mechanics and customer-focussed approaches to

solutions, joined with the advantages of its own development,

engineering and manufacturing capacities.

Building in precision and sensitivity in detail, through stability in

the unit and its functions, for harmonized process solutions.

Honigmann
Industrielle Elektronik

GmbH

Krebsstraße 2-8

D-42289 Wuppertal

Tel +49-202-622026

Fax +49-202-63568

info@honigmann.com

www.Honigmann.com
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